
PISTO

Why have you decided for Worms?

Since I burnt my average-level pc some years ago, I've got my father's pc, that's 10c years old. No Fear or 
Doom 3 here so. Besides, I'm very busy in my real life, so I need a fast and exhilarating game.

When did you start playing Worms?

I can't remember... I firstly played Worms World Party on the PlayStation of a friend, and I remember me 
saying “piss off this game it sucks”. Then for apparently no reasons I started playing it about 2 or 3 years ago.

How much time do you spend playing Worms?

1, 1.5 hours a day. Sometimes more, especially when I have to explain to newcomers how to play Rubber 
games (...), sometimes no time at all.

How long does it take you to code, make website etc.?

It depends. I'm not the kind of geek that loves coding just for coding: I really enjoy it when I'm working on 
code that directly does what I've in my mind, no “infrastructures”, graphic interfaces, etc. When coding is boring 
I take the first pretext to stop it (thanks Stružák to give me this survey by the way). A big problem is that I'm 
always a bit stoned, so might make a little error and no matters how many times I re-read the code, it's right for 
me but not for the compiler!

Your beloved weapon?

Sheep Strike!

Favourite scheme?

I was a shoppa fan (I regret it), and that almost led me to throw W:A away. Actually, team17, mole shoppa 
for RubberWorm, and now I'm stuck with BnC (bow and clusters, for RubberWorm too).

Favourite speech?

Italian. I find the others disturbing.

Do you or do you not use WormKit? Why?

I nearly spend more time coding my Wormkit extension than playing W:A lol.

Your vision of WA in 5 years?

Lol it seems that we're talking about economy trend... Lately I've seen a slight increase of interest and users 
number, finally a decrease of shoppa hosts. Anyway it's so bad that many of the newcomers know only 
shoppa/wxw/fly, losing most of the fun in this game. I think that's the only aspect that still need to be fixed, the 
rest (official and external coding, map/scheme creation, all what's related to gameplay) is going on well.

AFK hobbies?

Free climbing. Since I was 9 years old.

Favourite book?

Roal Dahl books, on top of all, Charlie and the chocolate factory (the movie sucked though).

Favourite movie?

Hard to choose – My Friends (italian comedy, don't watch it unless you are italian, you wouldn't understand 
it), Clockwork Orange, Dr. Strangelove, A fistful of dynamite (spaghetti western by Sergio Leone, also known 
as “Duck, you sucker!”), Edward Scissorhands.

Favourite food?

Mince of horse, with some garlic, lemon and nutmeg.

Favourite drink?

Bailey's, one glass with one ice cube. Good to keep studying at late night.

Your annoying habbits?

Gazing at other people instead into space, and I don't realize that I'm doing so until the person that I've 
watched frowns to me... I must look odd.

Your idol?

My black cat. It's so clever and I'll never understand deeply its precepts.

Life motto?



Life mottos are for weak people that don't know what to do in troubles and gather the solution from others' 
speech.

Place you’d like to visit?

Bangkok. I've been there when I was 11 years old, but I spent all the time in my four star hotel payed by 
UNICEF (it's a long story), seeing almost nothing of what was out.

What makes you laugh?

Tickle on my sides. My face. Berlusconi and who voted him.

The most stupid question you’ve ever been asked:

Are you gay?


